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It's ill-becoming for a vintage broad to sing about how exactly poor she wants it. -Lena Horne"I have a
simple look at of living. But sometimes we do. THEREFORE I stopped wearing socks. Gathered by authors
with a perfect ear for quotes, Kathryn and Ross Petras, Age Doesn't Matter includes Albert Einstein's
equation for pleasure, Colette on the virtues of astonishment, and Julia Child's magic formula of longevity:
"Red meats and gin." -Martha Graham"When I was young, I found out that the big toe often ends up
producing a hole in a sock. It is: Keep your eye open and get on with it." -Albert Einstein "Venture out on a
limb. That's where the fruit is normally."-Jimmy Carter Filled with surprise, insight, humor, perspective,
celebration, inspiration, and a kind of offhand, poignant poetry, Age Doesn't Matter Unless You're a Cheesetitle courtesy of Billie Burke-shares hundreds of the best things women and men over sixty have said about
how to love, work, laugh, and live." -Laurence Olivier "The only sin is mediocrity."
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A humorous and sometimes thoughtful reserve with quotes about aging. I have loved numerous kinds of
quote books most my entire life.. This time I bought it to provide as a present, and also bought one for all
of us. This 509 page soft cover book has quotes from a big group of famous people about aging. A small
sample of the people consist of: Eve Arden, Louis Armstrong, Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Saul Bellow, Ingrid
Bergman, Mel Brooks, Pearl S. And the quotations always make a whole lot of sense if you ask me.thus I'll
give it to 1 of my sons.” Golfer Jack Nicklaus. “Choose well: Your decision is brief yet endless” writer Ella
Winter season. Four Stars Good encouraging words, calming read Five Stars fun "spare time" delight.” Poet
Joaquin Miller. “Dying is an extremely dull, dreary, affair. And my advice to you is to possess nothing
whatever to do with it." Writer W. A GREAT BOOK FOR FRIENDS AND FAMILY, PARTICULARLY FOR
THOSE WITH A FEELING OF HUMOR !. Fun to return and read another time A book worth securing
to!In case you are a senior with a sense of humor you should check out this amusing book. I bought copies
as gifts for my close friends! Joseph J. Age group doesn't matter but really young people would probably
not "get it". They are easy to get if you just want some thing quick and easy to read, like in a doc office.
Buck, Buddha, Joseph Campbell, Frank Capra, Chuang-TZU, Agatha Christie, Kirk Douglas, Clint Eastwood,
Golda Meir and several, many others. Happy w purchase I purchased first a single at a second hand store.
We like looking at each web page every day and some of these, I have actually taken to work showing
coworkers. Just want something profound to write on the restroom stall while I poop. Yes, I'm kidding..
Now that I am in my own final years I now relate with the countless different humorous aspects of
growing old.. “Existence is certainly a tragedy when observed in close-up, but a comedy in long shot.in fact it
is even more "factual quips" from famous people. I was given the calendar for 2006 as a Christmas gift...
Another fun read This is a different one of these fun books that you could flip through and get inspiration
or fun about life...A few of the numerous rates in this book is really as follows: “The older you get, the
more powerful the wind gets-and it’s always in that person.. Book: Age doesn't matter untless you are a
cheese The description of this book was "funny". Thanks. The publication is in Exceptional condition and
arrived quickly. Two Stars No the very best quotes around great little coffee table book Loads of wisdom
in this. We absolutely love it. Age Doesn't Matter Unless You're a Cheese Calendar 2007 This calendar is
very clever and ideal for anyone who is an "adult". Truncale (Writer: Chair/Seated Tai Chi, Qigong, and Yoga
stretching for seniors and the physically challenged) Love these little books Love these small books.
Enjoyable light reading, so I visited amazon, and ordered some more books. I wished a joke book for a gift
for my elderly brother. I purchased this amazing gem (Age group doesn’t matter unless you’re a cheese by
Kathryn and Ross Petras) for a bargain price on amazon. Fine gift, fine for oneself to allow lay around to
become picked up now and then or by guests--a great espresso table book even though you don't have a
coffee desk.this won't do. I keep it on my espresso table to share with others.” Director/Actor Charlie
Chaplin. Fun to return and read another time.Ranking: 5 Stars. “If you want immortality-make it.but a
better description would have helped. Somerset Maugham to his nephew Robin.! Enjoyed it IMMENSELY !!
Have already given the book to many people !! - Recommend it highly as something special for family and
friends ! I appreciated the fact that the used books were in VERY GOOD CONDITION, and the cost was
very affordable.
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